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The medial hypothalamus, amygdala and dorsal 

periaqueductal gray (dPAG) have been traditionally

grouped together as a “brain aversion system”. More 

recently, a continuos strip of midbrain structures composed

of superior and inferior colliculi have also been proposed 

as parts of this “system”. In this project we will focus on the

neural substrates of defensive behavior in the midbrain 

tectum (dPAG, superior and inferior colliculi), and their 

relevance for understanding fear and anxiety. The proposed

link between the defense behavior, fear and anxiety is 

consistent with many behavioral, electrophysiological and

immunohistochemical studies showing expressive 

activation of these regions by threatening stimuli or 

conditions. The present project further investigates general

principles that regulate the sensory information input and

the behavioral output that animals present in fearful 

situations as well as the neurochemical mechanisms 

underlying the aversive responses associated with fear and

anxiety. The presentation of these studies is organized in

nine groups representing the behavioral (I, II and III),

immunohistochemical (IV), sensorimotor (V and VI),

electrophysiological (VII) and neurochemical (VIII)

approaches to the defense reaction. The last subproject (IX)

is an atempt to make a multifaceted approach to the 

neurobiology of fear so as to produce scientific material

with enough impact to contribute to this field of enquiry.
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Figure depicting the defense modulating neurons in the 
dorsal periaqueductal gray (dPAG)). Both off- and on-cells
are intrinsic neurons of the dPAG, where they exert a dual 
control over output neurons; on-cells excite and off-cells
inhibit these neurons. Excitatory amino acids and GABA
could be the neurotransmitter of on- and off-cells,
respectively. While on-cells are excited by 5-HT2A agonists,
off-cells are inhibited by 5-HT1A agonists. As a result both 
5-HT1A and 5-HT2A mechanisms cooperate in the 
regulation of the neural substrates of fear in the dPAG.
EAA= excitatory amino acids. 5-HT= serotonin.
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Freezing defined as the complete absence of body 
movements is a normal response of animals to unavoidable fear
stimuli. In the present project we have obtained a series of 
evidence relating different defensive patterns with specific 
anxiety disorders.There are at least four different kinds of freezing
with specific neural substrates. The immobility induced by 
stimulation of the ventral column of the periaqueductal gray
(vPAG) has been considered a quiescence characteristic of the
recovery component of defense–recuperative processes. There 
is an isomorphism between freezing response to contextual
stimuli paired with electrical shocks and generalized anxiety 
disorder. Besides, two types of freezing emerge with the electrical
stimulation of the dorsal aspects of the periaqueductal gray
(dPAG): the dPAG-evoked freezing and the dPAG post-stimulation
freezing. Evidence is presented in support of the hypothesis that
whereas dPAG-evoked freezing would serve as a model of panic
attacks, the dPAG post-stimulation freezing appears to be a
model of panic disorder. It is also proposed that conditioned
freezing plus dPAG electrical stimulation might also mimic panic
disorder with agoraphobia. It has also been possible to present 
a model of serotoninergic modulation through on- and off-cells
of the defense reaction generated in the dPAG.The understanding
of how the periaqueductal gray generates and elaborates 
different types of freezing is of relevance for our better 
knowledge of distinct types of anxiety such as panic disorder 
or generalized anxiety disorder.
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